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<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::in sick bay, just wakes up::

CTO_Augustus says:
::On bridge reviewing data streams, and viewing the recordings of the anomoly and ships that were destroyed::

OPS_Mayfair says:
::Enters bridge and relieves Cmdr Rodz from duty::

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::yawns with her head propped up against the turbolift's wall::

Host CO-Affleck says:
::On holodeck, in a program set in late 20th C airforce base, working on helicopters::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
Doc_Morgan: What am I doing here.

CEO_Q`tor says:
::In Main Engineering preparing for the debriefing::

XO_Gleisen says:
::on the bridge, overseeing the docking at the starbase::

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Sir, did you look at these in slow motion::

Dr_Morgan says:
::looks at the CSO:: CSO: Pardon me? What are you doing standing on my box?

OPS_Mayfair says:
::at her console ready to dock::

XO_Gleisen says:
CTO: No I didn't. ::walks over to Tactical::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
Doc:  Why am I ::head starts hurting:: ..ow!!

Dr_Morgan says:
CSO: Are you feeling ok?

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: We are going to have to have Akira look at them, but the graviton stress is almost undeterminable

FCO_Expendable says:
XO: We're completely docked sir.

XO_Gleisen says:
CTO: What do you think it is?

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::starts rubbing hands together, feeling unusually cold as the turbolift finally stops at the bridge::

Dr_Morgan says:
::pulls the CSO to the floor and looks him straight in the face::

XO_Gleisen says:
*CO*: Gleisen to Affleck. We're docked at starbase 315 sir.

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: My guess, or best guess, is that the star may have imploded

CEO_Q`tor says:
Chief O'Leary:  Chief, while I'm gone to this briefing I don't want any Starbase engineers messing with my engine room unless they are directly supervised by QIb Engineering staff

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::walks straight to the replicator::  Replicator:  Hot Chocolate... umm, with marshmellows.

Host CO-Affleck says:
::Hears comm and looks up only to bump his head:: Ow... :: Gets up:: *XO* Thank You commander, I'll make my way up to the bridge.

OPS_Mayfair says:
::reviews the data from the fireball incident::

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: My science background indicates that my analysis is correct.

Dr_Morgan says:
CSO: Oh I remember you.. you were that person laying on the floor.. you must have been sleep walking and just woke up.. how did you get out of sick.. nevermind.. come on..

Host CO-Affleck says:
Computer: End program. ::As the holodeck program shuts down, walks off the holodeck, wiping hands on period air-force jump suit clothing and enters TL::

XO_Gleisen says:
CTO: Imploded? What could have made it implode, the sensors would have told us of the danger if it was simply the stars time to die...

Dr_Morgan says:
CSO: You must have brain damage.. your halicunating

Host CO-Affleck says:
TL: Bridge.

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::walks around bridge once, listening to the various conversations and finally comes to a rest, leaning on the turbolift doors with a somewhat sleepy gaze looking over the crew::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
Doc:  Uhm... I must have hit my head reeeeaaal hard.  Or do you ramble like this often?

Chief O'Leary says:
CEO: Aye Sar, I watch over 'em me own self.

Turbolift says:
Vrummm, vrummm.vrummmmm.....

Dr_Morgan says:
CSO: Ramble?! What!!!!

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: I  will continue my analysis with the Science division, maybe I can detect a ship, but as of now we have only the large graviton stress

CSO_Yamamoto says:
Doc:  Never mind.  Am I free to go?  I have something that I need to discuss with the XO.

CTO_Augustus says:
::starts to transfer his findings to Science division::

XO_Gleisen says:
::nods:: CTO: Good work lieutenant, keep looking for any sign of what caused it. ::walks back over to his chair::

Dr_Morgan says:
::drags the CSO back to the nurse duty station from the other lab and leads him to the biobed:: CSO: No way! you need to be looked at.. sit boy

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: By the way, I don't know what started it, but Akira and his gang might be able too

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::still leaning up against turbolift door, trying to figure out if it's worth the effort to walk over to her seat::

Host CO-Affleck says:
::Steps off the TL as it stops and the doors swoop open, onto the bridge, wiping hand s on cloths one last time::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
*XO*: Yamamoto to Gleisen

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::starts to fall back as the lift opens, collides into Captain::

XO_Gleisen says:
CTO: ::nods:: Work with the science department. Akira is a bit...well, unavailable at the moment.

CEO_Q`tor says:
::Leaves Main engineering and heads towards the bridge::

XO_Gleisen says:
*CSO*: Gleisen here, go ahead.

Dr_Morgan says:
::begins a scan of the CSO and looks at the results:: 

OPS_Mayfair says:
::looks at the CO entering the bridge::

Host CO-Affleck says:
XO: Commander... ::Interupted as he collides witht he SOO:: SOO: Oh... I'm sorry, commander.

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Can I give you an opinion of what I think

XO_Gleisen says:
CTO: Definately.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
*XO*:  The doc here won't let me leave and I would like to discuss something that just occured to me.

Dr_Morgan says:
::moves behind the CSO and looks over the injury:: Self: Hmmmm

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::holds empty cup and looks at chocolate stain on the turbolift floor::  CO:  My bad, really... sir.

Dr_Morgan says:
::pokes at the area:: CSO: Does this hurt?

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: I think that space, or that space anyhow just doesn't exist anymore.  Just dont ask me why

XO_Gleisen says:
*CSO*: Write it down so you don't forget it, but you have to cooperate with the doctor.

Host Savek says:
@::waits in the conference room aboard the station ::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
Doc:  OW!!! Yes, yes it does!!

Host CO-Affleck says:
SOO: No worries, just have someone clean it.. ::Smiles::

Host CO-Affleck says:
::Continues with the XO:: XO: Commander, everything ship shape?

Dr_Morgan says:
CSO: good.. I know theres no external nerve damage.. now hold still or it will hurt worse

XO_Gleisen says:
::blinks:: CTO: Completely gone? As in, we can't even go there anymore to get a closer look?

CEO_Q`tor says:
::arrives on the bridge and goes to engineering station::

OPS_Rodz says:
*XO* Sir at what time was the debriefing?

XO_Gleisen says:
::turns to CO:: CO: Yes sir, everythings working within normal paramaters.

CTO_Augustus says:
::looks at XO:: XO: Thats right, no debris registers

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::puts cup down in turbolift::  Turbolift:  Umm... Housekeeping.  ::sticks head out of turbolift and back onto bridge, just in time to watch the doors close and head down to housekeeping::

Dr_Morgan says:
::holds the CSO's head still and begins the healing process::

XO_Gleisen says:
*OPS_Rodz*: It should be starting any minutes now... ::looks over at CO:: CO: We should be getting over there pretty soon

CSO_Yamamoto says:
Doc:  Somehow I think that this is gonna hurt no matter what I do.  Are you sure your name is DeSade ?

Dr_Morgan says:
::turns the CSO's head ot the right:: CSO: Does this hurt?

Dr_Morgan says:
CSO: No.. I'm doctor Morgan.. Morgan Le Fei.. you got a problem with that?

OPS_Rodz says:
*XO* Thank you sir. I'll be heading that way now.

CEO_Q`tor says:
::Turns to CTO:: CTO: Gladius, come with me to the debriefing

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: Skipper, I have forwarded my preliminary findings to your station for review

CSO_Yamamoto says:
Doc:  Uhm...::shuts up now:: ....no.

Host CO-Affleck says:
CTO: Thank You Lieutenant...

CTO_Augustus says:
CEO: Right behind you buddy ::smiles, he knows that the term buddy gets to him::

Dr_Morgan says:
::turns the CSO's head to the left and keeps working:: CSO: Hmm you cracked your head good..

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
CO:  Well sir, I hate to interupt... but if I understand our orders in my foggy state of memory, then we are probably due in a meeting with our Vulcan Admiral buddy-type person...

XO_Gleisen says:
*All*: Attention all senior officers. Report to conference room 2 on the station for debriefing.

Host CO-Affleck says:
::::looks at chronometer:: SOO: In about 5 or 10 minutes I think.

CEO_Q`tor says:
::Leaves bridge heading to the base conference room::

Dr_Morgan says:
CSO: Have you had any weird dreams.. like half dresses elephant people dancing on your head? ::keeps working:

CTO_Augustus says:
::follows QTor::

CTO_Augustus says:
CEO: Hey are we going to have time to visit Qonos sometime soon

XO_Gleisen says:
::heads for the TL, then looks back at CO and SOO:: Both: Coming?

Host Savek says:
@::looks at chronometer and at the food arrayed near the wall ::

Host CO-Affleck says:
XO: Um... I think I better change first...

Host CO-Affleck says:
::Heads for Readyroom::

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::walks into turbolift::  TL:  Starboard Docking Port...

CEO_Q`tor says:
CTO: You should have come to my wedding, I could have shown you around then

CTO_Augustus says:
*Jacin:* Jacin take over Tac 1, I'm going to station debriefing

OPS_Rodz says:
::walks towards the conference room::

XO_Gleisen says:
::waits until the Captain is off the bridge, then:: SOO: Is it my imagination, or is the captain trying to avoid the admiral?

CTO_Augustus says:
::Nods:: CEO: I know but I didn't want to interupt your honeymoon

CSO_Yamamoto says:
Doc:  Uhm...::looks at the doc with that 'your nutz' expression::...  no.

Jacin says:
CTO: Aye sir

Host CO-Affleck says:
::goes to replicator on readyroom and replicates a new uniform for limitted time purposes::

Dr_Morgan says:
CSO: Good.. then I won't worry about your mental health.. ::turns the device off::

OPS_Mayfair says:
::looks at everyone leaving::

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::folds hands across chest::  XO:  Well, you know him better then me... but I certainly don't think he's fond of pointy-earred fellas with more pips on them then you and me combined ::smiles as lift closes::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
Doc: Can....I go now?

CTO_Augustus says:
CEO: Anyway, I want to do some hunting if possible

Host CO-Affleck says:
::Gets changed from usaf jumpsuit into Starfleet Unifrom and puts pips and stuff back on::

Dr_Morgan says:
CSO: May I.. be a good officer and do that

CEO_Q`tor says:
CTO: I don't know when we will be back to Imperial space, but when we do I promise, we will hunt targ on my families estate

XO_Gleisen says:
::grins, and feels the turbolift pretty much just fall straight down until needed to stop::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::hops down from the bio bed and backs out of sick bay::

Host CO-Affleck says:
::Heads out of the Readyroom, doing up the Jacket to his uniform as he exits, crossing the bridge::

OPS_Rodz says:
::enters the conference room, salutes the admiral and sits on the chair::

Dr_Morgan says:
CSO: you having coordination problems?

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
@::walks over the docking bridge and onto the Starbase, making a few rounds around corners and finally arriving at the designated meeting room.  Gently tugs on her uniform before entering the room::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::arrives in base conference room::

CTO_Augustus says:
@CEO: Thanks buddy, does that mean I dont need a hunting liscence?

Dr_Morgan says:
::walks after the CSO:: CSO: Maybe you better stay here..

Host CO-Affleck says:
::Gives a passing nod to those on the bridge as he heads over into the TL:: TL: Starboard Docking Port... Please.

XO_Gleisen says:
@::follows behind the SOO and enters the conference room:: Savek: Good afternoon admiral.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
Doc:  Nope...nooo. nnooo.  Just like walking backwards ::runs out and down the corridor to the TL::

Dr_Morgan says:
::pokes head out of the duty station ansd grins:: Self: lost another one.. oh I'm good

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::sees the admiral:: Savek: Greetings Admiral

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
@Savek:  Greetings Admiral... I take it the weather on the station is sunny as usual?

Host Savek says:
@::nods:: XO: I took the liberty of providing refreshments and food , so we need not break as we have the seminar

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
@::looks up at ventilation ducts and lighting strips on the ceiling::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CTO: A hunting liscence? I don't understand

CTO_Augustus says:
@Savek: Morning Sir

XO_Gleisen says:
@::looks over at all the food and thinks 'Oh god he's going to keep us here for weeks'::

Host CO-Affleck says:
::Exits TL as it comes to a Stop and crosses the Docking port to the station, in somewhat of a hurry, nodding to any officers that he may pass on the way::

Host Savek says:
@CTO: Good Morning, grab some food or not and have a seat

CTO_Augustus says:
@CEO: At home we have to get approval to hunt certain species

CTO_Augustus says:
@::looks at the Admiral: Savek: Thank you sir I shall

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
@::pulls out imaginary tricorder and scans the food::  All:  I believe there's enough here to sustain us for approximately... three weeks before we need to leave the room.  ::starts looking around for beds::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
TL: Docking port one.

Turbolift says:
Whoosh whoosh whoosh

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::looking over the choice of food:: CTO: Ah, I see. No, no liscence is required

CTO_Augustus says:
@::walks to table and starts making himself a plate:: Self: Been studing those files so long forgot to eat

XO_Gleisen says:
@::gets a plate of food together, and a glass of...something, before sitting near the head of the table::

Host Savek says:
@SOO: There is enough for each of you to eat two meals if you are ravenous, of each

Host CO-Affleck says:
@::gets to the breifing room thing and stops for a moment to take a breath and straighten his unifrom before entering the room::

Dr_Morgan says:
::returns to the lab to pick up her work and heads for sickbay::

CTO_Augustus says:
@CEO: Thats good, hey is Targ edible?

Host Savek says:
@SOO: Including roast Targ

OPS_Rodz says:
@::looks at everyone from her chair in the corner::

CTO_Augustus says:
@::plops a piece of beef in his mouth::

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
@Savek:  I understand sir, it was... just... a... jok- Oh, hello Captain!  ::goes and opens door and invites him in::

Host CO-Affleck says:
@Admiral: Good Afternoon Admiral, ::Smiles:: or is it Evening, I never can tell on these stations. ::Smiles sheepishly::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CTO: Of course! Why hunt something that cannot be eaten?

Host Savek says:
@CO: It is largely a matter of sleeping periods on stations

CTO_Augustus says:
@CEO: I just wanted to make sure, I want to try it thats all

XO_Gleisen says:
@::munches away on some type of spicy meat, not really sure of what anything on the plate is, but enjoying it thoroughly::

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
@::starts to rub hands together, staring at the CO, then Savek, then points in the direction of the food and slowly creeps away as the two are left alone::

OPS_Rodz says:
::wonders when is this going to start::

Dr_Morgan says:
*OPS*: You busy?

Host CO-Affleck says:
@Adm: I trust you are well, sir.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CTO: When we do this, you jupwIj, shall eat the tIq.

Host Savek says:
@CO: I am , and I trust you nad your crew are as well ?

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@::sprints down the gang plank, skids around the corner into the hall.  Continues his sprint toward the conference room, occasionally looking back over his shoulder::

OPS_Mayfair says:
*Dr* Why??

Dr_Morgan says:
::looks around sickbay and wonders why the staff are making a point to vanish else where::

CTO_Augustus says:
@CEO: The heart of the beast huh?

Dr_Morgan says:
*OPS*: I would like to update you medical file..

Host CO-Affleck says:
@Adm: As well as can be expected, Admiral. Such a...dynamic situation has left us all at edge.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@::enters the conference room out of breath::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::sniffs at some of the food and finally settles for the leg of some burnt bird::

OPS_Mayfair says:
*Dr* now???

Dr_Morgan says:
*OPS*: no time like the present right?

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@::bends over at the waist, hand on a chair back for balance and catches his breath::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CTO: You're learning Klingon...good ::smiles at CTO::

Host Savek says:
@CO: I understand this, that is why the seminar arrangement we want all your facts, but also your crews conjectures as well, this will all be recorded for furthur analysis

Host CO-Affleck says:
@::Glances over at the CSO as he enters out of breath and smiles::

OPS_Mayfair says:
*Dr* I'm on my way doctor  Self: Great!!!!

CTO_Augustus says:
::smiles at Q`Tor:: CEO: I am attempting.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@CO:  Permission to return to duty, sir.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::takes a seat at the conference table::

Dr_Morgan says:
::grins at having a new victum and looks for the latest medical equipment to try out::

Host Savek says:
@::smiles at the request::

Host CO-Affleck says:
@CSO: Of course Lieutenant.

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
@::grabs two pieces of bread a slaps some roasted targ in between the slices, plopping on some lettuce and tomato and finally grabbing a drink before taking a seat at the table::

Host Savek says:
@CO: Grab some food

OPS_Rodz says:
@::plays with a piece of paper::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@Savek: ::acknowledges the Admiral::  Admiral.

OPS_Mayfair says:
::walks towards sickbay::

CTO_Augustus says:
@CEO: Your suppose to eat it not smell it

Dr_Morgan says:
::stands with a tray full of scanner and waits for Mayfair::

Host CO-Affleck says:
@::Smiles:: Adm: Thank you, sir.

Host Savek says:
@::goes and sits at the head of the table ::

XO_Gleisen says:
@::almost finishes what he has on his plate, waiting for everyone to begin::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::grins at the CTO:: CTO: But when we are there you had better watch yourself jupwIj. Som Klingon female may spot you and take a liking to you

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@::walks over the XO::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@XO:  Sir.  May I have a moment?

OPS_Mayfair says:
::enters sickbay:: Dr: here I am ::smiles::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CTO: I smell it so that I can determine if I am able to eat it

XO_Gleisen says:
@CSO: Of course.

CTO_Augustus says:
@::looks at Q`Tor, with a look of concern:: CEO: I am sure you are joking, Right?

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
@::starts to have a little trouble breathing::

CTO_Augustus says:
@::Smiles back at him::

Dr_Morgan says:
OPS: Hi! Have a seat over here.. this won't take long. ::motions to the biobed she is standing next too::

OPS_Mayfair says:
::sits on the biobed::

Host CO-Affleck says:
@::Takes a look over the food table and puts a few things on a plate, but just enough for a light snack and then gets a drink of water before taking a seat at the Table::

Host Savek says:
@::waits for everyone to be seated ::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CTO: Not at all ::slaps CTO on the back:: After all, you have the heart of a warrior

Dr_Morgan says:
::gets out a weird looking scanner and does a scan::

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
@::starts to wrap arms around stomach before plooping over out of her seat and onto the floor::  Self:  Oof...

Dr_Morgan says:
OPS: So any headachs, stomach pains, muscel cramps, weird behavior in the last month?

OPS_Rodz says:
@::notices Savek is looking at everyone and puts down the piece of paper she has been playing with::

CTO_Augustus says:
@::coughs lightly:: CEO: Thank you, for the compliment

Host Savek says:
@::glances at the SOO: You OK ?

OPS_Mayfair says:
Dr: No...

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CTO: Although you you might be considered a little small. Perhaps they will feel you need a nurse maid ::bursts out laughing::

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::starts to moan, rubbing her hands across her stomach::

Host CO-Affleck says:
@::Glances at SOO:: SOO: Commander?

Host Savek says:
@CO: I think you need to call your MO

Dr_Morgan says:
OPS: Any desire to dress up like a cow and eat grass? ::checks out another scanner:: self: Hmm.. this one is calibrated wrong.. ::tosses it aside and activated the biobed scanners::

OPS_Rodz says:
@::looks at the SOO wonders what's wrong with her::

OPS_Mayfair says:
Dr: What???? No...

CTO_Augustus says:
@CEO: Well, Buddy that almost seems like a challenge, Maybe we can get the Skipper to let us take a shuttle and vacation to Risa

CTO_Augustus says:
@CEO: Or to your home

OPS_Mayfair says:
Dr: What kind of question is that???

Host CO-Affleck says:
@*QIbSickbay* Captain to Sickbay, 'Medical emergency' in the Starbase conference room. Send someone please?

CTO_Augustus says:
@::walks over to the SOO::

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
@::tries to get up::  All:  No, no... I'm ok.  bad Targ or some- ::falls back to the floor::

CTO_Augustus says:
@CO: Skipper is everything ok?

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CTO: Perhaps, it has been a year since I was on Risa, and a couple of months since I was home

Dr_Morgan says:
::looks at the biobed scanner:: OPS: The kind that causes your brain to function highlighting certain nuero functions to establish your nuero path ways work correctly..

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@XO: Sir, do you remember the events in the Doberman system?

Host CO-Affleck says:
::Gets out of chair and moves over to SOO:: SOO: You want anything, a drink?

OPS_Mayfair says:
Dr: Oh, Ok

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@XO: Glad I was late.

CTO_Augustus says:
@::looks at Q`Tor:: CEO: So Risa, what about your wife?

Dr_Morgan says:
OPS: You fine.. thanks for shopping with the QIb sickbay nut house.. 

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
@::grabs side of chair and CO for support, trying to stand again::  CO:  No, no... I'm ok...  ::falls again::

Dr_Morgan says:
*XO*: site to site transport under way.. please stand by

OPS_Rodz says:
@::Scans the food to make sure there is no poison on it::

XO_Gleisen says:
@::nods:: CSO: Of course.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::wonders when the Admiral will call the meeting to order::

Dr_Morgan says:
*Bridge*: Lock onto SOO's signal and transport to biobed 5 in sickbay.. 

OPS_Mayfair says:
Dr: Thanks::smiles and gets out of sickbay as quick as she can::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@XO: Its just...

Host CO-Affleck says:
@::Smiles and Chuckles a bit at the SOO:: SOO: Are you sure? ::Offers her a hand to get up::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CTO: What about her? She is home on Q'onoS

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
@::tries once more to rise, putting enourmous pressure on the CO's arm as she tries to pull herself up again::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@XO: Strikingly familiar.

CTO_Augustus says:
@CSO: Akira, did you get my preliminary reports

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::finally gets up::  CO:  I think this is the part where I pass out...  ::eyes roll back as she lands face first in his chest::

CTO_Augustus says:
@CEO: She doesn't mind your extra maritial activities

XO_Gleisen says:
@CSO: You mean with that ship that came out of the portal....::trails off:: But we destroyed both the base and the only ship that escaped.

Host CO-Affleck says:
@::Pulls the SOO up, making sure not to fall over himself::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@CTO: ::turns at the CTOs voice::  No.  I've been...uh out of commission for a while.  ::rubs his head::

Host CO-Affleck says:
@::Grabs the SOO as she falls and moves her over to her chair to sit her down, out-for-the-count::

XO_Gleisen says:
@CSO: Unless one got out before we arrived...::thinking out loud more then anything::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@XO: Yes, but what if they found a way back in to our Universe?

OPS_Mayfair says:
::walks back to the bridge::

CTO_Augustus says:
@CSO: I believe that the space is gone, there is no debris

ACTION   The SOO is transported back to the QIb Sickbay

Dr_Morgan says:
::begins a scan of the SOO and grabs a hypo of detox::

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::eyelids flutter as she looks up at the sensor cluster on the sickbay's ceiling::

XO_Gleisen says:
@::frowns:: CSO: Let's hope thats not the case.

Host CO-Affleck says:
@::Straightens uniform again and sits back down in his seat::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CTO: I'm am not sure I follow your meaning. The last time I was on Risa Qorhal and I hunted a large carnivore from earth called a Gr'zzly Bear

Dr_Morgan says:
SOO: can you hear me?

CTO_Augustus says:
@CEO: So you want to hunting grizzly not females?

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::covers ears::  Dr:  No, go away...

Host Savek says:
@All: Now that that is over, I presume we can begin ::presses a button to start the recorder ::

OPS_Rodz says:
@Self: The food is good ::sits again and looks at everyone::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@CTO, XO:  Maybe I just want there to be a solution that fits all the pieces, seeing more into it than there really is.

Dr_Morgan says:
:looks at the scans and drops the hypo:: Self: By the moons.. ::grabs a vitamen hypo and injects the SOO::

Host CO-Affleck says:
@::Looks slightly embarrased in front of the admiral::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CTO: Risian females are rather....fragile

XO_Gleisen says:
@::nods to CSO, then motions for him to sit down and turns to face the admiral::

Host Savek says:
@All: I have read your preliminary reports sent back to Stabase, and this news disturbs me somewhat

Dr_Morgan says:
::hooks up a hydrator to the SOO's arm and grabs the maternity packs:: 

CTO_Augustus says:
@CEO: I thought so, but if we are going to be hunting females than we best go to your home world right

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
Doctor:  Why can't they be Flintstone's flavored vitamens... that would make my day...

Host CO-Affleck says:
@::looks over at the CEO and CTO as he interrupts the silence and frowns a little at what they said::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@::takes his seat::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::shuts up as de-briefing starts::

Host Savek says:
@All : I want not only the facts that you have, but also any conjectures about what what happened and what we might be facing

Dr_Morgan says:
SOO: What have you done to yourself?! ::grabs her head:: the baby.. oh gee...

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::grins slightly at CTO::

CTO_Augustus says:
@Savek: Admiral, would it not be wise to send a Galaxy class vessel to survey that area?

Dr_Morgan says:
::loads a hypo with the dark vial and begins the injections..

CTO_Augustus says:
@::looks chasten by the CO::

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::shakes head::  Doctor:  I don't swing that way, "baby..."

Host Savek says:
@CTO: Until we have some idea of what we may be up against a fleet of galaxies might not be enough, or might be too much

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::moans some more::

Host Savek says:
@CTO: You have been there and witnessed what happened, the next ship might not come back

CTO_Augustus says:
@Savek: I understand, then our action on this is to evaluate?

Dr_Morgan says:
::continues with the hypos.. clearing 4 packs:: SOO: Yes.. I said baby.. what? You can't tell me you didn't know

Host CO-Affleck says:
@Adm: I Agree with Lieutenant Augustus, sir. It would, perhaps, at least give us a window of information as to what happened there.

Host Savek says:
@CTO: We need to evaluate the potential threat that this might pose

CTO_Augustus says:
@::Looks at the CO:

XO_Gleisen says:
@Savek: Admiral, Mr Yamamoto has come up with a rather...disturbing possible explanation. It is, however, merely speculation.

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::moans::  Doc:  Know what, doc?

CEO_Q`tor says:
@Savek: Sir, with the level of destruction that we witnessed, no amount of ships would survive such an encounter

OPS_Rodz says:
@::listens to everyone, feels sleepy::

Host Savek says:
@XO: By all means ::looks to Mr Yamamoto :::

Host CO-Affleck says:
@::Looks over at Yamamoto for an explanation of his idea::

CTO_Augustus says:
@Savek: Admiral: the evaluations that a Galaxy class vessel could find could be very valuable in post evaluations.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@::looks at the XO with a 'gee thanks' look::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@::stands::

XO_Gleisen says:
@::spins his chair around to look at Akira, and with his eyes tells him 'no problem'::

Dr_Morgan says:
SOO: Your pregnant! About 7 weeks along.. growth isn't quiet where it should be.. how long have you been NOT eating?

OPS_Rodz says:
@::looks at Akira::

CTO_Augustus says:
@::looks at Akira::

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
Doc:  Umm...  umm...

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@All:  The thought occured to me that there are similarities between this event and the events in the Doberman system of Stardate 10010.16

Dr_Morgan says:
::fumes and looks att he scans again::

Host Savek says:
@CTO: I would like to at least give the said Galaxy class vessel the benefit of what you know about that area

CTO_Augustus says:
@::shakes his head:: Admiral I understand

Host Savek says:
@All: Crystaline Entity ?

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
Doc:  I mean... how can this be.  I haven't seen my husband in like... like 4 or 5 months!

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@Adm: No sir.  The Tronda.

Host Savek says:
@::Frown::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CSO: You mean the ships that we stopped from coming through the vortex?

CTO_Augustus says:
@CSO: What?

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
Doc:  And I can assure you that I haven't done anything with anyone else in that time...

Dr_Morgan says:
::looks at the SOO and then at the scans again:: 

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::sits up and starts to drum finges on stomach::

CTO_Augustus says:
@Self: Tronda, I should have found something

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@All:  There is no indication that the Crystaline Entity could do the kind of damage we saw.

Dr_Morgan says:
::recalibrates the biobed and grumbles::

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::starts to prod at what she used to think was a little fat deposit on her stomach::

CTO_Augustus says:
@*Jacin*: Get me a file on the Tronda asap

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@All:  Still, there is not enough physical evidence to support or denounce either hypothesis

CEO_Q`tor says:
@Savek: Admiral, I do not believe thsi to be the result of the Crystalline entity. That particular being merely destroyed any and all organic matter. All non-organic matter was left in tact

Jacin says:
CTO: Aye sir sending it to your PADD

Host Savek says:
@::nods to the CEO ::

Dr_Morgan says:
::paces and looks at the scan results: SOO: How long have you been dieting?

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@All:  Or a natural phenomenon ::looks at the CTO::

CTO_Augustus says:
@Savek: Admiral, my findings found nothing not even small particles of debris

CEO_Q`tor says:
@Savek: Whatever caused this, it was total devastation...an entire star system totally destroyed

Host Savek says:
@CSO: Would a natural Phenomenon  explain the destruction of the solar system ?

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
Doc:  It isn't dieting... it's... it's eating less food, that's all.  Yeah!

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@::retakes his seat::

XO_Gleisen says:
@All: Everyone remember that this is merely speculation. The chances that the Tronda found a way into our universe by themselves is pretty impossible. When they came through the first time it was through the portal, created by our best scientists, and then completely flatened by us.

CTO_Augustus says:
@CSO: I dont know about anything that could have done that, the entity leaves something

Dr_Morgan says:
SOO: Same thing.. how long...

Host Savek says:
@::head snaps to look at the CTO:: Nothing ?

XO_Gleisen says:
@Savek: It's as if that system was never there at all now.

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
Doc:  I'd say... oh... 1... 2... months ago?

CTO_Augustus says:
@Savek: Nothing, no particles, just remaining waves of gravitions, indications of the star imploding but nothing remains

Host Savek says:
@::frowns:: What could have caused such a thing ?

CTO_Augustus says:
@Savek: Sir I am interested in finding that out

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@Adm:  Possibly a super nova.  I haven't seen all of the data collected.  But a Trilitium weapon would cause total destruction of the system.

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::starts to slam fist on medical console::  Doc:  I bet the thing's broken!

Host Savek says:
@All: Hmmm, Gravitons you say ? What flux desnity at peak ?

Dr_Morgan says:
SOO: on't you break my toys! And I checked 3 times!

Host CO-Affleck says:
@CTO: As I recall, the Tronda came as a result of Temporal displacement, if it were the Tronda I would expect there would have been residual Chronitons from their Displacement.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@All:  There would be quite a bit of remaining matter even from a super nova.

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
Doc:  I demand a second opinion!  This half-klingon junk might be broken!

Host Savek says:
@::nods in agreement at the CSO's Statement ::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@CO: However that is how "we" brought them here.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@Savek: there were also traces of anti-matter in the wave

CTO_Augustus says:
@CO: Skipper I am pulling up my report now

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@CO: We have very limited data on their technology

OPS_Rodz says:
@::yawns and quickly covers her mouth:: All: Sorry

Dr_Morgan says:
SOO: The DNA indicates that baby is 4.67 months old.. but it's development is stalled.. due to malnutrition!

Host Savek says:
@CEO: Interesting

CTO_Augustus says:
Savek & CO: Gentleman,no chronitons and the gravitons are not readable in other words off our scale

Dr_Morgan says:
SOO: I checked with my federation tri-corder!

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
Doc:  And this... DNA you speak of... ::waves arms around::  ...it is a mix between me and my husband, right?

CEO_Q`tor says:
@Savek: I would have to agree with the CSO on that point. If it were the Tronda we have no way of knowing how long they had been in the area, or how they got there

CTO_Augustus says:
@Savek: Sir, hence my suggestion of a Galaxy vessel better scanners then the Q'lb

Host CO-Affleck says:
@All: Could a Graviton Surge of that Magnitude be enough to end the space-time curvature in an extreme manor?

Dr_Morgan says:
SOO: Yes.. it is! ::getting annoyed and voice raises::

Host Savek says:
@::pales:: All: I fear I know what this may mean, any signs of gravity based weapons on any of the "friendly " ships ?

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::starts to cry::  Doc:  I was a simple question!  ::yells::

XO_Gleisen says:
@Savek: For all we know, we missed a ship, or maybe an entire fleet of ships when we arrived in the Doberman system. They could have been let out before we even arrived.

CTO_Augustus says:
Savek: None sir massive amounts af similar type VII phasers thats all

Dr_Morgan says:
SOO: Yes it was!

CTO_Augustus says:
@XO: No sir, they had the technology to dect our cloaking device, I am certain of that

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@CO: Yes sir.  There are numerous ways for this to occur.

OPS_Rodz says:
@Savek: I agree with Lt Augustus we just don't have enough information we need to send someone to get more information

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::sobs::  Doc:  Yeah... yeah it was!  ::pours into tears on Doctor's shoulder::

Host Savek says:
@XO: We have done a massive canvass for any that may have escaped

CTO_Augustus says:
@Savek: sir I know that I found every vessel that I could and follow-up shows me the same thing

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@CO: There is some Federation propulsion research involving just that.

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::sniffles::  Doc:  Is it... uhh... uhh boy o-o-or girl?

CEO_Q`tor says:
@Savek: They're heavy weapons had been completely destoyed sir, and we did not have time to do a complete analysis.

Dr_Morgan says:
::blinks and pats the SOO on the back:: SOO: Well um.. you need to stay in sickbay until we make sure nothing wrong

CTO_Augustus says:
@Savek: Sir nothing in the area and I mean nothing

Host Savek says:
@::nods::  All : Let me tell you a tale

CTO_Augustus says:
@XO: Sir, it can not be the Tronda, we would have found chroniton signatures and there are none

Host Savek says:
@::shuts off the recorder::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@Savek: We do know that their phasers were similar in nature to our own, although vastly more powerful

XO_Gleisen says:
@::nods to CTO;;

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::notices the recorder being shut off::

CTO_Augustus says:
@Savek: CEO is correct, Sir they were loaded for bear and they vanished no discharging of weapons, they and the home world just vanished

Host Savek says:
@ All: Once, in another dimension, I had an occassion to witness the destruction that was caused by gravity based weaponry

Dr_Morgan says:
SOO: DNA indicates a male

Host Savek says:
@All: In serval cases the Gravity flux was so great that whole solar systems imploded

CTO_Augustus says:
@::runs reports again, reviewing them and listening to the admiral::

Host Savek says:
@All: You all know of the "Big Bang " Theory ?

CTO_Augustus says:
@::looks up, then at the XO::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@Adm: I would hope so sir.

XO_Gleisen says:
@::nods to the admiral, not noticing the CTO looking at him::

Host Savek says:
@All : The gravity flux was so great that it caused the whole of the solar system to recreate a similar thing on a smaller scale

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
Doc:  But, but you say he's hurt... is there any way you can help him?  ::tears start to form again::

Dr_Morgan says:
SOO: yeah.. but you need to stay here in sickbay.. I think the staff and I can get things normal again.. and you better eat

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::starts to hold stomach::  Doc:  No argument there...

Host Savek says:
@All: Was there a huge and fast fireball afterwards ?

XO_Gleisen says:
@Adm: ::nods:: Very fast.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@Savek: Aye sir

Host CO-Affleck says:
@Admiral: Yes... very fast.... very firey... very...bally?

Dr_Morgan says:
SOO: Let's move you to the ICU.. and I'll get you started on some soup.. 

Host CO-Affleck says:
@::Shakes head at himself::

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
Doc:  Can you do me a favor?  Can you open a channel to Starfleet Command.  Get ahold of Captain Siwiak there, please...

XO_Gleisen says:
@::glances over at CO...'bally?'::

Host Savek says:
@All: If what I suspect is true, we may be saying welcome to SoviKhor

CTO_Augustus says:
@::looks up all of a sudden:: @ Savek: Admiral are you joking

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@Adm:  Sir?

CEO_Q`tor says:
@Savek: You mean Sto'vo'khor sir?

Host CO-Affleck says:
@From the looks of it it reminded me more of Gre'thor.

Dr_Morgan says:
SOO: You can in a few hours.. first.. you eat

Host Savek says:
@::Looks  at the CTO::: I am not

OPS_Rodz says:
@Savek: What????

CTO_Augustus says:
@::Shudders::

XO_Gleisen says:
@::looks around, confused:: All: SoviKhor, Gre`thor. Somebody let me in here?

CTO_Augustus says:
@Savek: Its just, you know what I mean sir

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::makes fists, then starts to pound at medical devices again::  Doc:  But I should tell him now!

CEO_Q`tor says:
@XO: The afterlife sir

Host CO-Affleck says:
@XO: Klingon Heaven and Klingon Hell, Commander, more or less.

Host Savek says:
@ All : On Earth, in some regions, they would say welcome to Hades

CTO_Augustus says:
@XO: Demons

Dr_Morgan says:
::fumes at her breaking more things: SOO: Later! ::yells and points to the ICU:: go

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::hurts hand as sparks come out medical console::

CTO_Augustus says:
@XO: Sir, if you dont know you really dont want to know

XO_Gleisen says:
@::looks down at table:: All: Oh. ::wasn't looking forward to the time that serving on a Klingon ship would lead to working on Klingon stuff specifically, like myths::

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::makes a fist at the Doctor as some med technicians wheel her away::

Host CO-Affleck says:
@::Frowns, thinking "XO on a Klingon Vessel and hasn't learned about klingon beliefs..... lucky guy..."::

Dr_Morgan says:
::sighs and goes to get the soup:: Self: Too bad I can't sedate that one..

OPS_Rodz says:
@Savek: Ok so you know what it is. How do we stop it???

CTO_Augustus says:
@Savek: Sir, if thats the case now what?

CTO_Augustus says:
@OPS: Can we stop it is the better question

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::takes medical tricorder and tosses it at the door::  Self:  Arrrgghhh!!  I'm so... happy!  And Mad!

Host Savek says:
@CTO: What now indeed, I have a report and planning to do

CTO_Augustus says:
@CO: Sir, I have to review the records closer

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@Adm:  Sir.  With all due respect.  I can't buy into the supernatural.   What is the real meaning behind this enigma?

Dr_Morgan says:
::watches med equipment fly past and sighs::

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::sends a few hyposprays after the tricorder, both exploding into bits as they hit the door::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@Savek: Sir, can you tell us anything about the weapon, such as what powers it, it's rate of fire, and so forth?

CTO_Augustus says:
@Savek: Does this mean we go hunting or go on the defense to slow them down for now

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@Adm: Or who we are dealing with?

Dr_Morgan says:
::waits for the med tray to be broken::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CTO: How would you slow something like that down?

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::grabs med tray and tosses it across room::

CTO_Augustus says:
@CEO: QTor it has to use large quantiites of energy just to produce that amount of gravitons, we need to learn how to detect it

Dr_Morgan says:
Self: Ok.. it's safe now

Host Savek says:
@CEO: I have only seen those once, and never did learn what powered it or such, was just too glad to escape it, but depending on what powers it it can take hours to seconds to recharge

Dr_Morgan says:
::takes the soup in::

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::takes shoe off and tosses it at the doctor::

Dr_Morgan says:
::ducks and drops the soup:: 

CTO_Augustus says:
@CEO: I have no clue currenty but I will find one if it exists

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::sticks tounge out::  Doc:  Phbbbttt!

Dr_Morgan says:
SOO: Ok! That does it! your off duty till further notice!

Host CO-Affleck says:
@::Dazes off, thinking about the situation but not much concentrating on what's happening in the meeting::

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::thinks:  Hahah... yes!!!  It worked!::

OPS_Rodz says:
@Self: Great!! Like I don't have other things to worry about

Dr_Morgan says:
:walks out the locks the ICU door.. letting the SOO rnat and scream::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@Savek: Sir, I believe that we must hunt down whoever caused this, and destroy them. Perhaps the QIb with it's cloak....
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